designer: rhiss interior | project type: 3-bedroom shophouse | floor area: 1,000 sq ft

AGREE TO
DISAGREE

A conservation shophouse’s stark
contrast of the classy and the
industrial turns out a surprisingly
appealing home.
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With its hotel suite-inspired classiness coupled with raw, industrial chic
features, this 1,000-sq-ft single-storey shophouse unit in District 12 is
the epitome of modern loft living. Interior design firm Rhiss Interior was
engaged by a young expatriate couple to help them transform this resale
unit into their dream home – a place that showcases their personalities
and allows them to live in comfort and with luxurious conveniences.
A LESSON IN CONTRAST
As both are foreigners and travel extensively for work, they specifically
requested only essential built-in furniture to be incorporated. They also
chose not to have a living room. This allowed the designers to create
a larger bathroom than typically smaller ones found in shophouses.
Exposing a wall of raw red bricks offers a pleasing contrast to the edgy,
metallic feature wall that leads to the adjacent minimalist kitchen, while
also alluding to the structure’s history and imbibing the space with character.
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Exposing a wall of raw red
bricks offers a pleasing
contrast to the edgy, metallic
feature wall
Besides being a sure conversation starter, the red brick wall serves to
highlight the glossy black homogenous tile flooring and shiny white
Caesarstone kitchen top. A large, spacious window lets in fresh air
and natural light to complement the ingenious cove lighting fitted to
the false ceiling in an auspicious “figure of eight” – the couple’s nod to
traditional Chinese culture.
The juxtaposition of contrasts has been extended to the bathrooms
where the designers played creatively with the textures of the tiles.
Metal mosaic tiles that reflects light, homogenous tiles with a wavy
pattern and raw red bricks come together in an old-meets-new look.
CLASSY REFLECTIONS
The passageway that leads to the bedrooms has not been forgotten. To
create a sense of privacy and order to the spaces, the design team put
up powder-coated metal columns to separate the bedrooms and the
entrance to the home. A mirrored ceiling was used to extend the space
both vertically and voluminously.

Compared to the raw edge of the kitchen and bathrooms, the rooms –
two bedrooms and a study – were all outfitted with sophisticated glass
and mirrors. The master bedroom, for instance, features a towering
headboard interlaced with tinted mirrors to enhance the size and
grandeur of the room. The matching wardrobe features more glass,
highlighted with strips of wood, to match the bed.
The study is equally dramatic, with its display cabinets finished with
tinted black mirrors, and backed with wallpaper. Lights positioned
behind and below the cabinets enhance the way the viewer’s eyes
flow across the display and makes the room feel less bulky. Lastly, the
carpeted flooring and wallpapered walls soften the hard edges of the
glossy materials.
Overall, the play of textures within the whole unit blend into a
winning look that is as homely as it is representative of the couple’s
refined and cosmopoliton taste.
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